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1. Introduction of RTF Coin

Rare earth, which began to be used in various electronic productions and parts

starting in Germany in the 1980s, has been in the spotlight as an essential raw

material in many industrial sites until now. Until the early 1990s, the United States

and other countries took a significant role in mining and refining rare earth, but

China has taken over 97% of the global rare earth markets since then. It started as

China opened its market and encouraged the mining of rare earth mines, which is

advantageous in terms of labor costs and licensing. Today, consumption of rare earth

in many countries with advanced science, such as Germany, South Korea, and the

United States, is rising at an unprecedented rate. Accordingly, international supply

chain prices of rare earth are also on the rise without a decline.
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As the above charts show, the price increase of rare earth is partially due to the battle

for supremacy between the US and China recently, but also because the distribution

of rare earth is due to the country’s convenience-oriented policies. China Rare Earth

Group was launched by integrating domestic rare earth production and refining

companies; however, the role of operators and intermediaries is still significant in the

rare earth distribution in China. It is also a phenomenon that occurs because the

distribution of rare earth is not a structure that can aggregate standard supply and

demand through normal distribution like items handled in LME (London Metal

Exchange).

RTF Foundation applies the blockchain system to the rare earth transactions, as

described above, to remove fundamentally various factors that may affect price

formation or disturb the market in any way; it will provide technical support to

maintain stable and continuous liquidity. The RTF Coin is supported by RTF

Foundation, and the blockchain system supports two types of blockchain technology

at the same time. The first is an investment in the future value of holding RTF Coins.

Although it does not provide the structure of a perfect future, RTF Coin can provide

holders with a sufficient level of predictive return as a value investment for the future.

The second is a provision of service that can replace the status of a bank, which is the

intrinsic function of blockchain. LC-NFT, which will be described in this whitepaper, is

expected to be the most important service among the positive futures that RFT Coin

will bring.
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RTF Coin will be designed to perform a partial function with a stake participation

qualification within the platform provided by the foundation. There is a lot of debate

around the world about coin staking. These are controversies due to the capital

market’s concerns about the formation of a stake structure through virtual assets,

whether from listed or unlisted companies; however, the function of the stake

provided by RTF Coin has a meaning of a stake in the sales revenue of the rare earth

contracted by the platform. Therefore, the purpose is fundamentally different. These

functions of the RTF Coin will be provided through various holding service types

since they are provided by the platform, not by the coin itself.

All of the above services are provided through the platform according to the rare

earth supply and demand policy conducted by RTF Foundation. RTF Foundation will

determine supply and demand policies through individual contracts with rare earth

mines in Southeast Asia, including China. RTF Foundation will proceed supply and

demand of rare earth through direct contracts, not through linkages with platforms;

the foundation plans to support all coin holders participating in RTF Coin to predict

their profitability as much as possible.
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2. RTF Platform

A. Understanding on the operational principle of RTF Platform

As described in the introduction, rare earth element price tends to change

abnormally due to mining, refining, and sales in different ways in each country.

Despite the efforts of many countries and companies to overcome this issue, practical

normalization results have not been shown due to the limited number of companies

using rare earth. RTF Platform has developed a platform that applies the method of

securing quantities through pre-purchase and selling futures for rare earth

developing countries and companies, including China. The most significant function

of this platform is to establish a system for pre-purchasing and pre-selling through

RTF Coin at predicted future prices for individual rare earth.

RTF Foundation Rare Earth Group 1

Pre-order
Agreement Confirm the Purchase

List by Item/Duration

RTF Foundation

Confirm
Pre-Purchase

Advance PaymentNFTs for Purchases

Issue NFT

The advantage of this system is that one virtual asset enables the securing of stable

products through coin sales with priority to buyers for multiple products, which is a

rare earth. Also, the RTF Platform will issue LC-NFT to replace banks and surety

insurance systems with blockchain. A general LC (Letter of Credit) is like a proof of

promise provided to the seller based on the credit status of the purchasing company.

However, in the process of issuing and exchanging LCs, it is common for sales

companies to incur significant fee losses. To overcome this, RTF Platform has

proposed the future of open banking service by providing the fundamental

technology that allows purchasing companies to issue LC directly within the platform.
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B. RTF PLATFORM’s LC-NFT

The issuance of LC is divided according to the exporting company's credit rating, the

credit of domestic banks, and the country's credit. However, the fundamental forms

of LC are all similar, so they consist of items that can be checked online and offline

and designated banks that would implement them. The blockchain itself was

developed to replace the general business of banks, starting with Bitcoin; the simple

imagination of replacing the essential work of banks, which is taking care of the

money flow of the trade, started the LC-NFT.

Importer Importer’s Bank

Exporter’s Bank Exporter

Request to Open LC Notify LC

PaymentSend Draft/Shipping
Documents

RTF Platform

LC-NFT

RTF Escrow

RTF Escrow of Import Amount
Release on Escrow Amount
Forward LC-NFT with keys

Convert LC System to blockchain form through bank

As shown in the image above, the movement of general LC and LC-NFT using

blockchain are almost identical in the overall concept. However, companies that want

to purchase rare earth on the RTF Platform must hold RTF Coin above the average

purchase price (month or year based). It is because coins must be locked up in the
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escrow form within the RTF Platform to issue LC for purchase.

For RTF Coins that are escrowed in the lock form, RTF Foundation will provide an

authentication value to receive the escrow coins. An authentication value for

unlocking, a key to release, is issued in an NFT form.

RTF Platform
Apply for RTF Escrow for LC Issuance

Purchase RTF Coin

Issue LC-NFT

KEY VALUE :
RTF Quantity/Initial Distribution Address (exporter)

Automatic Distribution (transmission)
By Contract

• RTF Quantity that can be escrowed
• Initial Receipt Wallet Information

• Expiration Date Information
• Other Information

As such, LC-LFT shows slightly different issuance terms than general LCs, but the

function of LC-NFT is similar to the existing LC. In particular, the discount sales

function for NC, which is already being implemented in many countries, is available

as LC-NFT discount sales at any time within the RTF Platform. It is because NFT itself

is a token on the blockchain that can use in general trade.

LC-NFT is expected to play a significant role in reducing the liquidity of RTF Coin and

increasing the value of RTF Coin; this will be explained later in this whitepaper. Since

LC-NFT is the key to recovering RTF Coin in escrow, the quantity of RTF Coin in

escrow for a lengthy period will increase proportionally as rare earth transactions in

the RTF Platform increase. In addition, these transactions incur fees repeatedly, and

all charges in these transactions lead to the RTF Coin incineration.

C. Rare Earth Futures Investment within RTF Platform

Among the contents already mentioned in the introduction, the futures investment

function of RTF Coin is the value creation method of the general RTF Coin that RTF

Platform intends to implement. Rare earth, which RTF Platform will be directly linked

with rare earth mining companies, will proceed in the pre-purchase method through

a thorough productivity analysis.
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The secured rare earth transfers to the buyers with a time difference and the

purchases are made by linking the RTF Coin with the rare earth value. For example, if

the exchange of 1 ton of lanthanum for 1 million RTF is decided in the future, the

buyer will pay 1 million RTF Coin to the platform when concluding the contract.

However, the RTF Coin value at the time when the buyer secures the rare earth will

be different than the coin value when the purchase contract is concluded. As such,

the buyer purchases the rare earth elements by the actual futures method rather than

the futures option method: a significant difference in profit will occur according to

the change in the RTF Coin value.

General users who use the RTF Platform can use this method to make a sub-

investment for the same product. In detail, it can help a company that wants to

purchase rare earth to invest in RTF Coin in the same way as the value investment by

referring to the RTF Coin value at the time of pre-purchasing the product.

Because futures investment of RTF Coin is linked to rare earth value fluctuations,

general users can induce risk management by considering the RTF Coin value for

corporate investment decisions.
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3. Rights Distribution to Rare Earth Mining Rights

RTF Foundation aims to secure a stable supply of rare earth through a direct contract

with rare earth mining companies in China and other countries. At this time, the

number of RTF coins that will be linked to the number of rare earth that the platform

purchases as pre-purchase will be calculated and published. The platform users may

have the right to claim their stake in specific rare earth elements at the initial

purchase stage. What will be used at this time will become the lock and staking

method, the most fundamental method of converting rights in the blockchain.

RTF Coin Staking Ratio
/ Total Circulation

Compensation Ratio of 
Rare Earth Sales Revenue

Staked Quantity

Staking Period (days) 100 150 200 300

Predicted Revenue Rate 30% 45% 70% 110%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

100일 150일 200일 300일

[Staking Revenue Assumption I]

[Staking Revenue Assumption II]
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As such, the rights and shares that preferentially apply to the platform users become

an NFT form that can issue and purchase through RTF coins. Although the providing

functions for maintaining staking within the platform do not conform to the

blockchain form, it has the advantage that the platform can guarantee decentralized

rights to the mining stake.

A. Issuance of NFTs for Rare Earth Mining Rights Shares

RTF Platform performs authentication services so several NFTs can act according to

each characteristic. In particular, the NFT for the stake, which will be described in this

chapter, issues one mining right into multiple NFTs, and NFT can be divided and sold

with the ID division method.

Mining rights for rare earth mines, which are issued and operated by this platform,

will be converted into NFTs through linking mining rights for Ganzhou Rare Earth

Group Co., Ltd., China. Ganzhou Rare Earth Group is one of the top three rare earth

companies in China. It mines a large amount of rare earth worldwide. Starting with

Ganzhou Rare Earth Group, RTF Platform is working on direct purchasing and linking

mining rights with China Rare Earth Group, an integrated rare earth group in China.

As such, the mining rights NFT of RTF Platform, which is issued through a mining

rights operation contract with actual companies, will be converted through the RTF

Coin exchange.

Ganzhou Rare Earth Group Co., Ltd.

RTF Foundation

Advance Purchase 
Agreement

Payment

Mining
Rights

Issue Mining Right NFT

• ID 00001
• ID 00002
• ID 00003
• ID 00004
• ID 00005

• ID 09996
• ID 09997
• ID 09998
• ID 09999
• ID 10000

//Split ID for 1 Mining Right NFT//
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As shown in the above image, the mining rights NFT almost performs the same role

as a certification of title. Holders with that NFT will receive the right to sales revenue

through the foundation in various ways when mining revenue generates.

NFTs for mining rights can be resold by the ID division method. If the NFT has an

amount, which the owner cannot hold at once, several participants can divide and

take ownership of the same NFT. It is an example of applying the basic functions of

NFTs to rights shares. NFT Coin holders have the advantage of being able to freely

sell some of their NFTs and convert them into cash.

B. Linking the Value of NFT Mining Rights and RTF Coin

One of the many functions of the RTF Coin is exchanging with the mining rights NFT.

This method is one of the incineration programs to support the RTF Coin value; the

platform will assist it. The RTF Coin will have a continuous decrease in liquidity

through LC-NFT and staking for rare earth mining rights and linking with NFT

purchases for mining rights. The liquidity decrease of the RTF Coin is connected with

the value increase, which leads to an increase in the asset value of the RTF Coin for

RTF Coin holders. LC-NFT has the best effect on liquidity decrease among them, but

in the case of LC-NFT, it affects liquidity increase again through escrow release.

Mining rights NFT will lead to a repeated loss and gain in liquidity on average in the

downward direction.

• Ganzhou Rare Earth Group

• China Rare Earth Group

• SGC in Philippines

• Vietnam Rare Earth JSC (VTRE) Mining Right NFT

Right Share Authentication
of RTF Platform

Buying and Holding of NFT
By General Users

Expired NFT
RTF Foundation

Retrieve NFT after Real Sale of Rare Earth 

Revenue
Share
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The NFTs for mining rights are not limited to one-time issuance. The continuous

contract of the RTF Platform for rare earth mining will issue a new equity-type NFT

every time. Holders participating in the mining rights NFT can continue to walk a fine

line with the RTF Coin value. It is because information on the issuance of NFTs for

new mining rights will predict the degree of decrease in RTF Coin and be applied

rapidly in terms of coin price.

RTF Coin Incineration Prediction

Rare Earth (NFT) Price Prediction

RTF Coin Value Change Prediction

2022. 3rd QT 2023. 1st QT 2023. 4th QT

USD or EA

[Prediction of Value Linkage between RTF Coin and Mining Rights NTF]
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4. Conclusion – Future Value of RTF Coin

RTF Coin receives value through various services that the foundation guarantees and

links through the platform. In particular, NFTs in the form of guaranteed rights for

rare earth mining will become the driving force that raises the RTF Coin liquidity the

most. Various mining companies linked to the RTF Platform will be able to secure a

stable mining period through RTF Coin futures investment to develop a practical

platform for rare earth mining.

In particular, RTF Platform made a business agreement with Ganzhou Rare Earth Co.,

Ltd. and China Rare Earth Co., Ltd., the largest rare earth group in China, to increase

the possibility of maintaining the lowest value for rare earth mining rights. It can be

said that it is very inspiring that it was designed to do so.

Also, the structure in which NFTs for rare earth mining rights distribute through LC-

NFT, which is issued through the RTF Platform, forms a transparent distribution

network for rare earth. It is expected to bring about a stable supply of rare earth

over a long period.

Various NFTs based on RTF Coin, which extends the functions of NFTs from copyright

values in artworks, images, and music to the right to share structure, will provide RTF

Coin holders to experience a high increase in asset value in the short term. However,

the future value of the RFT Coin will be a stable return as an asset value for long-

term holding.

In general, investment in virtual assets is accompanied by significant risks, but this

phenomenon is a risk imposed by linking with non-real or low-valued actual assets.

RTF Coin is a coin that has the significance of participating in the mining and

distribution of rare earth that can bring sufficient future profits, as the value from the

past to the present proves. RTF Coin has implemented the method through various

devices and systems so it can be a real safe asset that implements value continuity.
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Crowdsale Team Advisors Marketing

Airdrop Project Reserve Program Foundation

Crowdsale 5% 5,000,000 

Team 5% 5,000,000 

Advisors 5% 5,000,000 

Marketing 10% 10,000,000 

Airdrop 10% 10,000,000 

Project Reserve 15% 15,000,000 

Program 15% 15,000,000 

Foundation 35% 35,000,000 

Full Name Rare-Earth Element ETH

Initial RTF

TYPE ERC-20 based on ETH

Total Amount 500,000,000 RTF 

SITE ADDRESS : www.amt-foundation.io
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2022.3Q

2022.4Q

2023.1Q

2023.2Q

2023.3Q

2023.4Q

2024.1Q

2024.2Q

2024.3Q

Distribute RTF Coin

Open RTF landing website

Proceed exchange listing

Confirm exchange listing

1st MOU with China Rare Earth Group Co., Ltd.

Scheduled to open LC-NFT Platform

2nd/3rd MOU with China Rare Earth Group Co., Ltd.

GTI EXPO 2023

Open official version of  RTF Platform

Scheduled to announcer additional listings on exchanges

Sign mining MOU with Ganzhou Rare Earth Group

Trial period of issuing mining rights on NFT

2nd exchange listing

Participate in mining rights in Dong Pao, Vietnam

MOU with Vietnam TKV for rare earth supply chain

Proceed on expanding RTF Platform ver. 2.0.

Proceed on acquisition of own mining/processing company 
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RTF Coin is not marketable securities and does not represent ownership. Therefor, 
the content of this whitepaper is not used for financial promotion. RTF Coin will be 
operated according to the plan based on the contends written in the whitepaper. 
(Development changes may apply based on objective and reasonable decisions.)
In order to participate RTF Coin, please check and fully understand the following 
information and agree. 

1. RTF Coin does not constitute marketable securities in any jurisdiction. 

2. All information in this whitepaper is not used for inducing or inviting 
investment activities in any form. 

3. This whitepaper should not be arbitrarily interpreted or understood. 
(Including RTF Coin, ICO, exchange and related Platform) 

4. All information included in this whitepaper and information announced 
currently or in the future by RTF Coin should not be interpreted as a profit in 
any form or a guarantee of profit regardless of the time of release. 

5. We acknowledge that there are risks associated with cryptocurrencies, such 
as large amount variability and particular risks of the cryptocurrency market; 
this includes financial losses. 

6. There may be risks related to operation of RTF Coin business, the sale of 
cryptocurrency, etc. 

7. RTF Coin business is under development and there may be changes before 
the release. 

8. We acknowledge that e-mail may be sent from RTF Coin. Also, e-mail 
notifications do not request for your confidential information. Therefore, 
there may be possible scams, phishing attempts and malicious approaches in 
this regard. Please do not respond to informal inquiries. 

9. RTF Coin may not guarantee the operating period of RTF Coin business. RTF 
Coin business may be suspended for number of reasons, such as lack of 
public interest or lack of funds for solution development. 

10. RTF Coin holders do not imply that they own any marketable securities or 
share of RTF Coin. 

In order to avoid any mutual interests and disputes between you and RTF Coin, 
please clearly understand and acknowledge legal disclaimers above. 
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